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ABSTRACT
We have successfully initiated centrifuge high-G training for fighter-attack aviators at the Naval Air
Development Center. The response of aircrew to a post-training critique question asking how the
program could be modified to better meet operational needs was evaluated so aircrew might have the
ability to improve their training program. The recommendations could be grouped into 5 major
categories: (1) no change, (2) addition of a dosed-loop aerial combat maneuvering (ACM) prohle with
bogey on a tracking task, (3) centrifuge gondola modifications, (4) training profl, modifications, and (5)
modifications concerning when the t,'aining is given. A number ot suqgestions for improvement are
worth pursuing and implementing immediately. Although caution should be exercised when altening the
content and goals of the proven successful program, we strongly concur with several of the changes.
This includes providing a closed-loop ACM profile with at least a moderately high-fidelity tracking task
(bogey) and at least optional "G-LOC training.'
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INTRODUCTION
The aircrew high-G centrifuge training program instituted- by the U.S. Air Force for its Tactical Air
Ccmmand fighter crews was very successful (1). The centrifuge training initiated at the Naval Air
Development Center (NADC) utilized the same template for training naval fighter-attack aviators. This
was done for several reasons: (1) proven acceptability by aircrew, (2) capability of accomplishing
similar training with the existing facilities, and (3) proven acceptable safety for accomplishinrg; aircrew
training using this template. The most rapid implementation possible was also an extremely Important
consideration, since everyday naval aviators continue to engage In aerial combat. Without a maximally

penected anti-G straining maneuver (AGSM), 'which could be developed with the centrifuge training
program, we considered flight safety and optimum mission accomplishment to be degraded each day
the training was delayed. We sought to Initiate the training using the existing template with the desire
to improve the program continuously In every way possible, especially to customize the U.S. Air Force
template to more specifically meet the operational needs of Navy and Marine fighter-attack aviators.
We have previously described the questionnaire (Appendix I) administered to aircrew trainees
following completion of the training (2,3). We specifically asked each trainee 'What can we change to
better serve you?' to provide .rcrew an opportunity to have direct input to improve their own prog.am
to meet their operational neeos. The purpose of this manuscript is to review the response of 515 of the
total 525 aircrew following their high-G training at NADC.
"WHAT CAN WE CiiANGE TO BETTER SERVE YOU?"
Based on the extremely favorable critiques, we have not Included all the laudatory comments but
only the comments which contained insight into r otential changes that might be effected. The following
discussion must be carefully reviewed within the context of the other reports describing aviator
responses to the other parts of the critiques (2,3). Many aspects of potential program modification can
be gleaned from responses to other critique questions.
Appendix II lists the substantive comments provid.ed by aircrew that could be used to modify the
existing program or further strengthen various aspects of the program. Since we have a dynamic
program, changes were made continuously as they we,- suggested by aircrew. Review of the
responses revealed 5 major areas of concern expressed by the aircrew corr'.petiing the centrifuge
training as summarized in Table I. It was gratifying that a numbc'r of aircrew considared the program
perfect in its current format. As previously reviewed from the res•onses concerning what aircrew
considered the best part of the training program (2,3), many aircrew responded in a similar fashion
expressing complete satisfaction with the current format. There was considerable concern expressed
that adverse changes to alter the focus and concepts of the program might be allowed to occur. The
recommendation for no change was therefore one of the 5 major points expressed by aircrew. The
remaining four points concerned modifications to the centrifuge gondola, modifications to the centrifuge
profiles, changes concerning when aircrew should go through the training, and a strong request for an
aerial combat maneuvering profile with visuals to enable tracking a bogi aircraft.
There were a large number of "nothing" responses to this question (comment number 33 was
included as an example) which were not included InAppendix II. We were gratified by these responses
and those like comment number 4 from a 29 year old F-14 ,plot: 'IfIt works don't fix It1; commnt
number 61 from a 33 year old A-7E pilot: "IfIt ain't broke don't monkey with It - keep as is; comment
number 111 from a 39 year old P-16 pilot: OTough to Improve on a good programO; and comment
number 13 f'.. a 26 year old F-14 non-flying officer (NFO): "Relocate to El Toro, California." All of
these confirm the existing, program format is viewed as extremely favorable by aviators.
Above all, there is no question that the aircrew want to "1ty' the centrifuge against a rmaneuvering
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"bogie' aircraft presented with at least a moderate degree of fidelity ,isual tracking task. There aie
separate issues associated with such a recommendation including the aerial combat maneuvering (ACM)
profile, the pilot trainee centrifuge controlled flight (closed-loop centrifuge control), and the link to a
visual tracking task which includes a "bogie.' Although we did not provide an ACM profle to the
trainees, they were given full closed-loop control on all rapid onset profiles and r visual tracking task
that included F non-maneuvering (except for Increased +GJ boge. We have developed the capability
to provide a w~de-field-of-view (WFOV) tracking task which Includes a bogie such that the plot trainee
can track a boqie flying an ACM profle taken from actual aerial combat maneuvering instrunenvtion
'(ACMI) flight (4). Such profiles have been defined as aerial combat environment simultiton (ACES).
A,'iators have responded very favcrably to this system when It has been utilized duriig centrifuge
training. We have unfortunately not been able to provide It on a routine basis, but certainly It meets (or
exceeds) all aviator expectations fot ,ush a closed-loop ACM profile against 3 maneuvering bogie. The
desire to have an ACM profile is reflecied by comment nrtuber 60 from 8 37 year old F-16 plot: 'Later
on add in air combat profile'; comment number 81 from a 39 year old A-7 pilot: 'Add an ACM profile';
comm-nt numoer B2 from a 3R year old A-7E pilot: *A simulated ACM engagement with variable G
env17:nment'; and comment, imber 83 from a 29 year old A-7E plot: "ACM.' The desire for the bogie
on a vtoual tracking task is evidenced by comment number 57 from a 26 year old F/A-18 pilot: 'Much
better with video in centrifuge, improved video could get 'heart pumpin' and fangs out'; comment
number 51 from a 29 year old F-1,A+ pilot: 'Tail chase video'; comment number 67 frcm a 25 year
old F/A-18 pilot: 'Good ACM visuals'; comment number 76 from a 25 year old F-14 plot: "More visuals
in ball; more pilot control of G-onset'; comment number 98 from a 29 year old AV-88 pilot: "Perhaps
some type of concentration tasks (monitor altitude, airspeed, track simulated bogey)'; comment number
117 from a 27 year oid F-14 pilot: 'Try to simulate dog fights'; and comment number 140 from a 25
year old F-14 pilot: "Ruit chasing a bogey on a screen - so that you focus on trying to hose his brains
uut while trying to hook." It should be noted tl'at the nesd frx such video-tracking is not a universal
request (nothing for the aircrew seems to be 100%); comment number 55 from a 38 year old F-16 pilot:
"Training was good enough that increased display capabilky might not add significantly'; comment
number 58 from a 31 year old 4-6 pilot: 'HUD tracking would be nice af.hough for no.; HUD aviators
it may be more of a distraction. Emphasis should be on G-awareness/anti-G straining maneuver'; and
comment number 78 from a 25 year old F-14A plot: "1do not feel that improvements to cockpit are
necessary for 2 reasons: 1. Making the trainer a 'dog fight G trainer when you would look all around
the cockpit to track a bogie would be great if the opportunity to use it on a routine basis existed. It
doesn't however; 2. When pulling +6G'S engaged with a bogie you will not be looking at consoles,
pushing buttons, etc." These are excellent points relative to an attempt for actual recreation of aerial
combat flight. We aqrae very stroagly with comment number 104 from a 27 year old F/A-.3 pilot: 'I
can see an additicn of more tactical cockpit tasking during G. It would be interesting to see what level
of cockpit task saturation would begin to erode G-tolerance ... targeting, pro',ems, missile breaks, etc."
This is a critically important goal for future G-training program development. It should be 3ttacked on
a priority basis. This developmental work should include Investigation of such comments as number
120 from a 29 year old AV-8B pilot: "Put a bogey on screen to analyze performance during G and
G-LOC'; and comment number 130 from a 28 year old F-14 plot: 'Make one run pilot controlled with
plot pull until grey 'working' limit.' These suggestions should be evaluated immediately. They have the
promise to make the first real quantum leap to improve centrifuge high-G training.
A significant number of suggestions to Improve the configuration of the centrifuge gondola were
made. This includes making the general gondola configuration more aircraft-like In is many ways as
possible to specific alterations of the seat rudder pedals. stick/throtle, arm rests, and abort switches.
Perhaps the major point concern.ng making the gondola aircraft specific is the placement of the stick.
A significant number of aircrew who fly with a center-stick desire this configuration as opposed to a
force sensing side-stick controller. The training is certainly very demanding physically. Adequate air
conditioning and water in the gondola were high priorities; comment number 139 from a 27 year old
F-14 radir intercept officer (RIO): 'Centrifuge was a might toasty': and comment number 47 from a 39
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year old F-41 pilot: "Iwould have killed for a ,quirt of v i.er. Overall, even though the gondola
configuration is not the major concern of aircrew during te training, we can certainly continue to
address the variWus recommeridations of the aircrew to better serve them. This requires funding to
make these changes and subsequently transition the improvements to the training program, an
important step that has not been addrp-,=d.
The centrifuge training pro;'l- ,,were generally ve'ý- acceptable to aircrew. Every profile was
mentioned by at least one aviator is being the best part of the program (2). The gradual onset run
(training profile numher 1) Is the only real measure of +GI4eval tolerance and It does provide some
information on -, G,-cardiovascular tolerance (5). Although soma Investigators have sought to relate the
responses of alrcrow during centrifuge training to "operational tolerance", this is not possible with the
current centrifuge training program (10). This run also provides needy every aviator the opportunity to
experience his initial limiting neurologic symptoms associated wIth altered vision (greyot to blackout).
The run also provides an opportunity for muscular/physiologic warm-up and anminitial orientation to the
centrifuge and training procedures. This run is a relatively long% high-G exposure that requires
considerable exertion for most aircrew. We consider the resulting fatigue to be particularly important,
so that aircrew will be required to perform a more maximal AGSM to successfully complete the later
runs. It probably more closely produces the hysiologic condition of the aircrew that may exist during
flight when a maximum AGSM might be crh;cAlly Important. The specific muscle fatigue also illustrates
to aircrew what muscles are utilized to battle the adverse effects of + G(-stress and many times provides
the impetus for aircrew to initiate (or at least recognize the importance of) a specific physical
conditioning program to enhance + G,-duration tolerance. The gradual onset run which usually requires
a considerable period at high + G,. without an anti-G suit, and which ullows considerable pooling of
blood in the +G,-dependent areas prior to beginning an AGSM, Is ,rone to inducing excessive
parasympathetic tone (vagal .eactions), %sreciallyIn the post +G,-stress period. Some have therefore
considered this an undesirable training profile (6,7). We, however, consider It an essential part of the
centrifuge training program and have the concurrence of our aviators. Aviat. 'rs understood similar logic
fcr the long 30s moderate + G-Ievel practice run (training profile 2 at +6GJ. In fact, even though this
is a severely fa;iguing run, some trainees requested additional practice runs; comment number 34 from
a 38 year old A-7 pilot: "Need another 5 or 6G profile to practice hook maneuverp; and comment
number 129 from a 33 year old F-14 pilot: "Perhaps another practice ri-n." We believe that additional
practice runs would be very val:jable, if more than a single centrifuge expoc, ire were possible. At least
a two-day program would solve many problems and a
enhance our ability to work with the fighter
crews. Many aviators concur with this opinion; comment numiber' ;0 from a 41 year old F-4 pilot: '2
tries in the bubble-- debrief/critique the first/rest/review/try aginW; comment numbl-r 17 from a 29 year
old F-14A RIO: "Would like to see a 2-day programe; comment number 32 from a 26 year old F-14A
RIO: "Make it 2 days with two s6ssions to see If there Is any improvemen; comrmee number 86 from
a 38 year old F-1GN pilot: "Make this a 2-day program and add more on physical conditioning"; and
comment number 7 from a 40 year old F-18 pilot: "Believe Itor not - 2 shots at the training - first one
in 5-6G range/second trip 7-8G's.' Expansion of the G-traring program is-very dependent on the
accessibility of the centrif2ug for aircrew. If we have a centriluge located near the aviators, expansion
would be much easier. Cos, lost time away from primery duy, and logistics arm difficult probleems to
overcome with the centrifuge not co-located with the aviator. We had Initially thought many of the
naval aviators who flew fighter-etta'k aircraft with maximum +G2 capability considerably less than the
levels of the trainirg profiles might not understand the logic behind the +8G4 and +9G1 runs. Although
there were some suggestions to reduce the maximum +G,-evals for the runs, the vast majority
understood and agreed with the characteristics of the current profiles. If anything, the aircrew
recommendations were for more exposures rathe* that, modgfi the existing runs or -reducing the
number of runs. The exception might be wfth respect to the last run (prefile 5. the +9G, for 10s
nu
exposure in a "check-six" position). We consider this run a first transition to using the AGSM while doing
something besides just looking straight ahead. It requires the aviator to be In a less than opt;znai
position for performing an AGSM. Initially this particular run was instituted for these reasons and
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because it was thought that many of the Inflight G-LOC episodes had occurred in this position and that
ov.all tolerance -may hav-, been reduced in this position. There is no Indication from cenrifuge worX
that tolerance is markedly affected In this position. Our major recommendation for modWication of a
one-day program would therefore be to eliminate this run and add a dosed-Ioop ACM profne wtth tte
aviator tracking a bogey aircraft.
A significant nur',ber of aircrew strongly reommended a run that would take them to G-LC 3;
comment number 31 frc.n a 28 year old F-14A pilot: "Ithink Itwould be enhanced I the trainee was
a&Iowed to experience a complete loss of conscioue in order to be more prI'pareo .or the actual
combat/training situations ,' i should happen. The experience wo7d prepare us bath ptrh-Jologically
and Psychologically"; cornm"nent number 100 from a 26 year old F/A-18 plot: "Dor't get cocky on last
run and Iet up. I definitely think I benefited more from this [G-LOCI than anythirg else! Recommend
all TACAIR pilot's be brought to the point of loss of consciousness*; and comment number 1 from a 27
year old F-14 pilot: 'Take everyone to G-LOC." We very strongly agree with the recommendation and
believe it would have many benefits: (1)understanding of individual symptorn. associated with G-LOC,
(2) reduced incapacitation (enhanced recovery) should G-LOC occur inflight (8!. (3) increased respect
for the high-G environment and its infl;ght threat. and (4) ennanced recognition and reporting of inflight
G-LOC episodes. The benefits of a G-LCC exposure (at least an optioral ore) are very great, the
exposure is acceptable to aircrew, and it is well within acceptaLle safety 6imits. We have previously
recommended 'G-LOC training' and other air forces already employ G-LOC exposure as part of
centrifuge training (8,9).
Additional recommendations very worthy of consideration include performir.g the training with flight
gear: comment number 32 from a 26 year old RIO: 'Do it in full flight gear; and comment number 106
from a 25 year old F/A-18 pilot: "Iwould like to do it with a helmet on'; having a maximum tolerance
exposure: comment number'134 from a 29 year old F-14 plot: 'Allow me to increase G'to experience
the point of may G-tolerance'; and comment number 123 from a 35 year old A-7E pilot. "Run where
blackout induced then back off enough to regain situational awareness then -reapply G'; and providing
the ability for the trainee to review hii performance after each run: comment number 79 from a 28 year
old F/A-18 pilot: 'I would like to review the previous run before the next run.'
Many of the aviators had very strong opinions concerning exactly when the training should be given.
This was in part because we opeily solicited their opinion on this Important point. Since this is a new
training program it is iecessary to train all actively hying fighter-attack aviators Irrespective of where they
currently are in their career, This makes a relatively heterogeneous group for training pu'poses. Itwas
recommended and/or assumed by most aircrew that the training would eventually be given very early
in a fighter-attack aviator's career, oncerall current veteran aviators receive their iritlal training; comment
number 12 from a 30 year old F-16N/A-4 plot: 'Course should be incorporated In 'RP' orders, I.e., on
the way to the.R.A.G. [Replacement Air Group) and then some type of ref-shnr syllabus'; and comment
number 85 from a 23 year old A-4/F-16 pilot: 'Great training especially for P-AG students (wish I would
tave had it in the RAG).' Some aircrew thought a one time training session was all that was necessary;
however, the majority considered multiple training sessions sbxul be mandatory; comment number 87
from a 48 year old F-5 pilot: 'Refresher at 3 yr. cycles'; comment number 99 from a 24. year old F.14
T ': and comment number 122 from a 40
RIO: Like physiology training this should be done periodically
year old F-I8 pilot: 'Have us come back in 6 months to do it rqjaIn. -The learning curve Is very rapid
and would he even greater with the reinforcement a repeat visit would provide.' The extreme
importance of G-acclimation was once again voiced by aircrew !n their training critiques. Although it
is an accepted fact by veteran fighter-attack aviators, we sil have almost no scientific Information
quantifying the kinetics of G-acclimation and de-acclimation. Acclimation to the high-G aerial combat
environment is equivalent to training for other athletic endeavcrs and the adaptation required for
exposure to high altitude. To maximize the benefits of high.G training, the trainees should be
G-acctimated when they participate in the training: comment number 126 from a 24 year old F.14 pilot:
4-
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"Woud nave been better if i nad been flying recently. I was out of the cockpit for 3 rnonths*- comment
number 127 from a 27 year old F/A-18 pilot: 'Make stre peorie are up to speed before sending to
training I haven't flown in 2 months and nothing over 3G's for 4 months'; and comment number 137
from a 22 year old F-1 4 ,- ot: *Good training: however, should be given at diffeen, times during [flig"t]
training - I haven't flown in 4 months. Should be given before tactics stage.' We strongly concur with
these recnmmendations and suggest that It be rnandatory that only aircrew meeting specific currency
criteria should be considered eligible for the training. They stould also return to flyir. folloir training
to allow maximum transition of the principles to the aerial combat flight ernvironment. Not only would
the training be improved with G-acnilmation, It Is much easier on the aviator, 3nd therefore a safer
endeavor. We also give the very strongest concurrence with the benerts of training idividual squadrons
all at one time: comment number 141 from a 29 year old A-"E olot: "Suggest squadrons participate
as a whole all at once.' There are multiple benefits associated wth trairnng entire tiqadrons all et once,
not the least of which Is keeping the aircrew trainees much more at ease in the unfamiliar centrifuge
training environment by being with their comrades. Generally, there Is much more exchange and free
flow of ideas between squadron mates and the training sessions are usually much more "vely ;nd If it
is possible - more fun. We believe the learning curve is steeper when single squadrons undergo training
as a class.
An important exclusion from the recommended changes In the training program was related to
electrocardiographic (EKG) monitoring of aircrew during exposure to +G,-stress. At NADC all naval
aviators are required to have EKG monitoring during the training. Not a single aviator mentioned
anything about stopping the EKG monitoring. Many were very much in favor of the EKG monitoring as
reflected in the review of other aspects of the aircrew critiques (2,3). It is evident that if handled
appropriately, :KG monitoring of aircrew is not the leas. bit threatening, markedly enhances the training,
ensures + G,-cardiovascular tolerance, and further enhances training safety (11).
CONCLUbIONS
Overall. we have summarized the recommendations from the aircrew responses concerning how
we could change the centrifuge training program to better serve their operational needs. As'evidenced
from the analysis of other portions of the aircrew critiques, it was evident that aircrew were pleased with
the current training program, and alterations to the existing program should be very carefully evaluated
prior to implementation. The addition of a closed-loop ACM profile with a bogey on a tracking tAsk
should be vigorously putsued. The addition of at least an optional G:LOC exposure should also be
implemented. The "G-LOC training* has a very good chance of saving lives and aircraft. These benefits
are in addition to the current benefits resulting from Isolated centrifuge training. Naval aviators are
receptive to periodic refresher training. Thir should undergo further investigation to define if and when
refresher training is beneficial and cost effective. A multitude of Improvements to the training program
can be made. These improvements are based on aircrew requesting such Improvements to theCir
training program so that their operational m!ssion safety and combat effectiveness are improved. We
have initiated an extremely successful program; however, it must remain a living program that responds
to the needs of fighter-attack aircrews.
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TABLE I. Summary of the xviator responses to the crittique
question 'What can we change to better serve you?'

1.

NOTHING

I1. CLOSED-LOOP AERIAL COMBAT MANEUVERING PROFILE
WITH BOGEY ON TRACKING TASK
II1. CENTRIFUGE GONDOLA CONFIGdRATION MODIFICATIONS

1. AiRCRAFT COCKPIT SIMULATION FIDELITY
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

THROTTLES/STICK (AIRCRAFT SPEC'RIC)
RUDDER PEDALS
ABORT SWITCHES
ARM RESTS
BACK SUPPORT
SEAT CONFIGURATION
WATER IN CENTRIFUGE
AIR CONDITIONING IN CENTRIFUGE
BLACKOUT CENTRIFUGE
G-METER ON HUD DISPLAY (LARGE)
BRIGHTER PERIPHERAL UGHTS
VISUAL/AUDITORY TIMING CUES

IV. CENTRIFUGETRAINING PROFILE MODIFICATIONS
HIGHER G-LVELS
LOWER G-LEVELS
ADDITIONAL PRACTICE RUN
WARM-UP BEFORE 1" PROFILE
MAXIMUM TOLERANCE RUN
NO WARNING RAPID ONSET RUN
BLACKOUT RUN
G-_OC RUN
"CHEC;K-SIX" PROFILE MODIFICATION
'REVIEW PREVIOUS PRC.]LE BEFCRE NEXT PROFILE
i1. FUGHT GEAR ADDED
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

V.

TIMING OF THE TRAINING MODIFICATIONS

1. CHANGE TO EARUER IN CAREER
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7ý
S8.

SQUADRON AS A GROUP
SECURRENCY
PREPARATION FOR TRAINING (ACCUMATION)
EXPAND TRAINING (2 DAYS)
ONE TIME TRAINING
REDUCE DELAYS
EXPAND SCOPE
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APPENDIX I: G-TIP CRITIQUE
YOUR INPUT IS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT TO HELP IMPROVE G-TIP. YOUR COMMENTS WILL
HELP THE NEXT GROUP OF AVIATORS AND WILL SERVE TO SHAPE THE FINAL G-TIP PROGRAM
WHEN A DEDICATED TRAINiNG FACIUTY IS COMPLETED. FAVORABLE COMMENTS ARE AS
IMPORTANT AND HELPFUL AS CRITICISMS - PLEASE HELP US TO IMPROVE OUR PROGRAM FOR
YOU! THANK YCLJ;!!!

1 COMMENTS ON TRAVEL QUARTERS, AND TRANSPORTATION:

2. COMMENTS OF "G" AWARENESS BRIEFING:

3. COMMENTS ON CENTRIFUGE TRAINING:

4. COMMENTS ON FACILITIES:

5. COMMENTS ON PERSONNEL:

6. WHAT WAS THE BEST PART OF THE G-TIP PROGRAM (IF ANY)?

7. WHAT CAN WE CHANGE TO BETTER SERVE YOU?

8. GENERAL COMMENTS:

IN ORDER TO COMPARE YOUR NEEDED COMMENTS 'WITH OTHER AVIATORS, WE ASK THAT
YOU FILL OUT THE FOLLCWING AND ADD ANY FURTHER COMMENTS THAT YOU FEEL ARIE
IMPORTANT TO THIS PROGRAM.
AGE:

AVIATION STATUS:(PILOT, RIO, NFO)

CURRENT A/C:
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DISPLAY QUAUTY
DID THE DISPLAY EXHIBIT ANY CHARACTERISTICS DETRIMENTAL TO THE TRAINING? (I.E.,
FUCKER. NOiSE, INADEQUATE RESOLUTION, SMALL FIELD OF VIEW)

THE DISPLAY IN THIS TRAINING WAS A REAL IMAGE LOCATED ON A CRT SCREEN. IT DOES
NOT PROVIDE THE DEPTH PERCEPTION CUES OF A VIRTUAL IMAGE DISPLAY SYSTEM USED
ON MOST FLIGHT TRAINERS. WOULD A VIRTUAL IMAGE DISPLAY SYSTEM ADD TO THE
EFFECTIVENESS OF THIS TRAINING? (PLEASE RESPOND BY COMPARING A PARTICULAR
FUGHT TRAINER WHERE POSSIBLE.)

IV
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APPENDIX II. AIRCREW RESPONSES TO CRITIQUE QUESTION:
"WHAT CAN WE CHANGE TO BETrER SERVE YOU?"
COMMENT AGE
MyS
NUMBER
1.
2.
3.

AVIATOR
STATUS

AIRCRAFT

5.

27
35
44
29
30

F-14
F-4
F-16
F-14
F-4

6
7

26
40

F-4
F-18

4.

COMMENTS
Take everyone to G-LOC.
Build one In California.
Need pad on back of seat.
It f works don't fix ft.
Don't let anyone eat at Burger
King just before run.
Great program; don't change it.
Believe itor not - 2 shots at the
training - first one in 5-6G

8.

35

F-15

9
10.

29

F-16
F-4

range/second trip 7-8G's.
Belly dancers as coaches also more
women and beer.
Absolutely nothing.
2 tries In the bubble - debrief/
critique the first/rest/review/
try.again.

11.

31

F-15

Water in gondola.

12.

30

F-16N/A-4

13.
14.

26
25

15.

25

16.

29

RIO

F-14A

17.
18.

29
29

RIO

F-14A
A-4/F-16

19.

27

P-14

20.

27

F-14

21.

32

A-4/F-16

22.

27

F-14

Course should be incorporated in
"RP" orders, I.e., on the way to
the R.A.G, and then some type of
refresher syllabus.
Reiocate to El Toro, California,
OutstandiN! Trigger switch on
stick not real good. Could be
replaced by pickle switch.
Good training. Would like more
Info on exercises, diet and
extraneous factors.
Would have liked to go to. GLOC!
- to see what my symptoms are.
Would like to see a 2-day program.
Integrate some type of bogey on a
run.
Environment of centrifuge more
like cockpit.
Wodthwhile - do not believe I
would benefit significantly by
doing It ,•iviin.
Maytb '•,oe more padding on the
seat In the lower back region.
Seat does not give adequate lower
back support - pressing with legs
Jams lower back Into seat.

23.

34

F-14/F-16/
A-4

NFO

F-14
F/A-18
F/A-18

Pickle switch was hard to hold
down with sweaty palm - might

want to use a trigger switch.
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COMMENT AGE
NUMBER
O

AVIATOR
STATUS

AIRCRAFT

24.

34

25.
26.

39
47

F-14/F-16/
A-4
F-16/A-4
F-14/F.18

27.
28.

26
27

F/A-18
F/A-18

29.
30.

36
35

F-16
F-16

COMMENTS
Would like one run that I could
controa all aspects of the run.
More vomen.
Need to get program to the West
Co,•,. Need more coverage to all
aval Aviators.
Control sick and bogoy.
For check 6 run have 2 lights, one
above the subject and one to the
side. After Initial onset, the
subject should look U2 for a more
realistic training run.
Wouldn't change a thing.
I don't believe F-16 drivers will
be fighting lying back at 300 in

31.

28

32.

.26

any regime. You might Include a
more prone position.
I thing It would be enhanced if
the trainee was allowed to
experience a complete loss of
consciousness In order to be more
prepared for the actual combat/
training situations if it s;iould
happen. The experence would
prepare us both physiologically
and psychologically.
Make It2 days with two sessions
to see if there is improvement.
Cockpit emphasis rather than ball

F-14A

RIO

F-14A

env

33.
34
35.

30
38
39

F-16N/A.7
A-7
A-7

36

37

A-7

37.
38.

38
34

A-10
F-15

39.

.30
30
48
37
27
34
26
28

F-15

ert.

Do it full flight gear.
Not
Need
ther 5, or 6 ý,rofile to
"pra
hook maneuver.
Make
der pedals adjustable.
Need
air conditioning in the
capsul
Get hot*ers.
Feet dInl reach rudder pedals to

apply n=x push.
40.
41.
42.
43
44.
45.
'.3'

Center i~tck.

F-15
A-10
A-10
A-6
TA-4/F-14
F/A.18
Aerospace Physiologist

ACM
e- plot controlled.
Adj
erudder pedals.
Bright /blgger peripheral lights.
AddG
er in the ball.
Bigger Ights In pedphery.
Have water to drink Inside bafl.
Access to drinking water In capsule.
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COMMENT AGE AVIATOR
NUMBER
(YRS) STATUS

AIRCRAFT

47.

39

F-4E

48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
.54.

34
34
42
29
29
25
37

F-15
F-15
F-15
F-14A+
F/A-18
F/A-18
A-6

55.

38

F-16

56.

46

F-4E

57.

26

F/A-18

58

31

A-6

59
60

32
37

F/A-18
F-16

61

33

A-7E

62.

43

F-4E

63.

27

AV-8B,

64.
65.

27
26

A-7E
;:-18

66.

42

F/A-18

67.
68.
69.
70

25
26
29
28

F/,A-18
F,/A-18
F//.-18
A-7

COMMENTS
I would have killed for a squirt
of water.
Make rudder pedals adjustable.
Throttle for left hand.
An anesthetic.
Tail chase video.
Tin ing lights In the ball.
Timer and G-mjter inside ball.
G-meter on the HUD and pilot
controlled aerial combat
maneuvering profile.
Training was good enough that
Increased display capability
might not add significantly.
Yes, any visual additions to
simulate aircraft inside the ball
will be more realistic.
Much better with video in
centrifuge, improved video could
get "heart pumpin' and "fangs
out'.
HUD tracking would be nice
although for non HUD aviators it
*may be more of a distraction.
Emphasis should be on G-awareness/
anti-G straining maneuver.
Nothing.
Later on add an air combat
profile.
It Itain't broke don't monkey
with it - keep as, is.
Encourage aircrews to fly and pull
some G's prior to centrifuge
training.
Require piiot to perform more
tasks while under heavy G to
experience degradation of mental
and motor skills.
More realistic cockpit layout.
Fly up i0 am, GTIP all day, sleep
overnight. PTh next am.
Get the word out to the rest of
the TACAIR community.
Good ACM visuals.
Stick and layout like In cockpit.
Water in centrifuge.
Recommend to future aircrew to get
plenty of steep. eat dinner and
breakfast and do not drink night
12
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COMMENT AGE
NUMBER
OLM

AVIATOR
STATUS

AIRCRA -

71.

25

A-7E

72.

39

F/A-18

73.
74.

27
24

A-7E
F-14

"75.
76.

28
25

F-14
F-14

77.

31

F-14

78.

25

F-14A

79

28

F/A-18

80.

30

A-4/F.16

81.
82.

39
38

A-7
A-7E

83
84

29
40

A-7E
A-7E

85.

28

A-4/F.16

86.

38

F-16N

87.

48

89

24

F-5
P15
-39
F-14

RIO

COMMENT
before training like I did!
Could not have been a smoother
training process.
Don't fix It IfIt works. It's
good now.
Excellent as Is.
Use F-14 cockpit and run with a
tell chase.
Simulated aerial combat run.
More visuals In ball; more pilot
control of G-onset.
The program Is excellent. There
aren't any 9G jets in the Navy.
Might change training to include
longer 6.5 to 7.0G rides versus
9.0G.
I do not feel that improvements to
cockpit are necessary for 2
reasons: 1. Making the trainer a
"dog fight G trainer" when you
would look all around the cockpit
to track a bogie would be great if
the opportunity to use It on a
routine basis existed. It doesn't
however; 2. When pulling 6+G's
engaged with a bogie you wil not
be looking at consoles, pushing
buttons, etc.
I would like to review the
previous run before the next run.
Now that I'm done - up the G
levels.
Add an ACM profile.
A simulated ACM engagement with
variable G environment.
ACM.
Make arrangements to train all
A-7, F-14, F-18, F-16 aircrew ASAP!
Make red lights brighter. Great
training especially for RAG
students (wish I would have had it
In the RAG).
Make this a 2-day program and add
more on physical conditioning.
Refresher at 3 yr. cycles.
Water in centrifuge.
One run where you pass out just to
let you know all about It.
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COMMENT AGE AVIATOR
NUMBER
aB$) STATUS

AIRCRAFT

90.

36

F-18

91.

36

F-18

92.

26

F/A-18

93.

35

F-18

94.

35

F-16

95.

30

96
97.

37
33

F/A-18
F/A-18

98

29

AV-8B

99.

24

too.

26

F/A-18

101.
102.

29
28,

F-14

103.
104.

36
27

F-14A+
F/A-l8

105.

27

F/A-18

106.

25

F/A-18

107.

25

F.14,

COMMENTS
Cool the centrifuge - too hot.
Take all the way to G-LOC to see the start of it and
the aftur effects.
I think everyone Ifthey had not
experienced G-LOC before should do
so in the centrifuge just once.
I went through a couple of gallons
of adrenalin waiting around 4 hrs
to actually ride the centrifuge.
G-profile that would match a

fight.
Schrdule AM and PM classes with
sound on slide learning carousels
f )r the briefing - too much time
waiting for your turn.
Cockpit realism. Use full
equipment.
One-on-one coaching.
Complete pilot controlled
acceleration.
Perhaps some type of
concentration tasks (monitor
altitude, airspeed, track
simulated bogey).
Uke physiology training this
should be dnne periodically.
Dont get cocky on last run and
let up. I definitely think I
benefited more from this than
anything else! Re ommend all
TACAIR pilots be ? fought to the
point of loss of cornsciousness.
Can't be Improved.
If possible configure stich, to
where it would bee your
particular aircraft.
Would like stick In :he middle.
I can see an addltl n of more
tactical cockpit tasJ dng during
G. It wod be int resting to
see what level of okpit task
saturation would bIgIn to erode
G-tolerance...target rýg problems,
mLssil breaks, etc.
Throttles and stick 0 simulate
F-18 better.
I would lke todo with a
helmet on.
Cockpit configurat n - arm rests

Aerospace Physiologist

RIO

F-14

F-14
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COMMENT AGE
NUMBER
E

AVIATOR
STATUS

AIRCRAFT

COMMES

108.
109.

28
27

A-7E
A-E

110.

30

F-4E

111.

39

F-16

112.
113.

40
24

F415
F.-14A+

114.
115.

26
26

F/A-18
F/A-18

116.

26

F-18

117.
118.

27
27

F.14
F-14

119.

33

F-14

120.

29

AV-8B

121.

122.

28
40

F-16/A-4/F.18
F-18

123.

41

F/A-18.

124.

29

A-4/F-16

125.

30

F-14

126.

24

F-14

Get rid of the second (black)
tactical aviator needs to
experience it. 2-1/2 days and
nights Is too long to complete the
entire program.
Take us up to unconsciousness
level.
Tough to Improve on a good

progm.

Cold ber after the ride.
A program to allow the pilot to
fly WUt experence G-LOC and then
fly home would be excellent and
should be aggressively pursued.
A water bottle in the ball.
Good training, emphasis on G-LOC
(symptoms and onset) would be
better than max G's one can stand.
Blackening inside ball might
better simulate cockpit.
Try to simulate dog fights.
Set throltle friction to
correspond with aircraft.
I question the validity of the 9G
check 6 run.
Put a bogey on screen to analyze
performance during G and G-LOC.
Air conditioning In ball.
Have us come back In months to
do it again. The leaming curve is very rapid and
would be even greater with the reinforcement a repeat
visit would provide. Recommend this for all aircrew!
Put G meter on HUD.' A little too
much delay inG-onset after stick pulled - timing of first
hook Is difficuit.
Let plot sithead-up If they
like, vice inhead rest, Maybe a 4G x 30 sec then 6G
x 20 sec before 8 and 9G runs for'10 sec. Super

personrnl and program.

Don't let sudents observe while
w students training - seems to promote more
competition than learning. By the time ft's their turn in
the bal they know what
do.
Would have been better to
I I had
been flying recently. I was out of cockpit for 3
months.
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COMMENT AGE AVIATOR
NUMBER
(YRS) STATUS

AIIRFT

127.

27

F/A-18

128.
129.
130.

27
33
28

F-14
F-1 4
F-14

131.

32

F-14

132.

32

F-14

133.
134.

29
29

F-14
F-14

135.
136.

33
24

137.

22

F-14

138.

35

A-7E

139.
140.

27
25

141.

2b

NFO
NFO

RIO

COMMENTS
Make sure people are up to speed
before sending to training. I haven't flown in 2 months
and nothing over 3G's for 4 months.
More cockpit simulation in ball.
Perhaps another practice run.
Make one run plot controlled with
plot pull until grey then work the stick to keep sight would give better idea of "working" limit.
Maybe some visual or aural timing
cues for the G-straining maneuver.
Maybe a warm-up before 1st run to
practice G-strain and get body ready.
Put some foam on arm rest.
Allow me to increase G to
experience the point of max G-tolerance.
Acd a left arm rest in G chamber.
Give an additional run with no
warning of the onset to show how to get back on top.
Good training; however, should be
given at different time during training - I haven't flown
in 4 months. Should be given before tactics stage.
Run where blackout induced then
back off enough to regain situational awareness then
reapply G.
Centrifuge was a might toasty.
Run chasing a bogey on a screen so that you focus on trying to hose his brains out
while trying to hook.
Suggest squadrons participate as a
whrle all atonce.

F-14
F-14

F-14
F-14
A-7E

"Note (1): These responses are all the responses other thart the isolated expletives such as "tremendous, superb.
great, etc.! No screening of the comments otherwise has been accomplished.
Note (2): When "AVIATOR STATUS is not listed it was from a plot.
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